Trains
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

New words:
Mountain
Passengers
Rivers
Precious
mail
Plains
Dusk
Dawn
Darkness
Rushing
Write the words from the poem:
Costly, valuable – precious
Travellers in public vehicles – passengers
Letters. Packages etc. – mail
An area of the land not higher than nearby area – Plains
The goods carried in a train – Loads
Write the rhyming words from the poem:
Plains -trains
Mail – fail
On – Dawn
Rearrange the words to form the meaningful sentences:
1. Handsome/a boy/is/Heromb.
Heromb is a handsome boy.
2. Colour/the/has/seven/rainbow.
The rainbow has seven colours.
3. Is/the/name/your/what/favourite/teacher.
What is the name of your favourite teacher.
4. Lunch/box/is/ your/where.
Where is your lunch box.
Complete the following sentences using is,am,are, was and were.
1. I am eight years old.
2. We are fast friends.
3. Yesterday was a hot day.
4. The red fort is in New Delhi.
5. Piyush and Tanya were absent.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences:
1. Today is Sunday. There isn’t much traffic. (much/Any)
2. Anshul has many friends at school. (much/many)
3. This book is very interesting. It has many pages. (many/a little)
4. Give me some food to eat. (some/little)
5. There is little money in piggy bank. (some/little)
Read the given stanzas and answer the following:
1. Over the mountains
Over the plains
Over the rivers
Here come the trains.
a) Name the poem and the poet?
Ans: Trains and James S. Tippet.
b) What means of transport is the poem about?
Ans: The poem is about trains.
c) What are the different places it crosses?
Ans: The train crosses mountains, plains and rivers.
2. Carrying passengers
Carrying mail
Bringing their precious load
In without fail.
a). What things is it carrying?
Ans: It is carrying passengers and mail.
Answer the following questions:
1. Where do the trains run?
Ans: The trains run over the mountains, plains and rivers.
2. What are the precious load that they carry?
Ans: The trains carries their precious mail and things.
3. When do the train run?
Ans: The train run through day and night.
4. What is dusk and dawn?
Ans: Dusk – sunset
Dawn - sunrise

